Thermal analysis of functionally graded materials in cylinders and pistons based on super element method
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ABSTRACT

In the present article, the thermal analysis of the cylinder and the piston in four-cylinder engines, made of functionally graded materials (FGMs), has been performed by using the super element method. The objective of using FGMs in the cylinder and the piston is to increase their performance. FGMs include a combination of ceramics and metals. Inside the cylinder, the ceramic is considered and outside the cylinder, there is the metal. On the top area of the piston, it is consumed that there is the ceramic and on the bottom, there is the metal. This combination causes a better wear property (according to proper wear characteristics of the ceramic) and also makes a thermal barrier system (according to low heat transfer properties of the ceramic). The wear benefit is inside the cylinder and the thermal barrier benefit is on the top area of the piston. Obtained results indicate that there is a good agreement between finite element and super elements methods. However, the number of super elements is so lower than the number of finite elements with the same accuracy in results. In addition, the power value, which is related to material properties of FGMs, has no significant effect on the temperature distribution and the temperature gradient.
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1) Introduction

Recent researches on new applicable materials known as functionally graded materials (FGMs) illustrate that these materials have a good capability for resisting high temperatures and also severe temperature gradients. Nowadays, the application of FGMs can be an inventive phenomenon in internal combustion engines [1] and the FGM has not been used in the industry of internal combustion engines, until now. However, if we consider the thermal barrier coating system as a type of FGMs, they were used in Cummins engines, commercially.

Cylinders and pistons in internal combustion engines are such components that are exposed to high temperatures and severe temperature gradients. Low thermal conductivity and low coefficient of the thermal expansion have enabled FGMs to withstand higher temperature gradients for a given heat flux [2-4].

FGMs are a combination of different materials, including metals and ceramics. They are non-homogeneous on a microscopic scale and completely different from composites materials due to their continuously changing microscopic properties. The composition, which is varied from a ceramic-rich surface to a metal-rich surface according to a desired variation of the volume fraction of the two materials between two surfaces, can easily be manufactured. Usually, these changes are related to material parameters and they are considered as power or exponential functions in the radius or thickness directions of components [2, 5].

FGMs have two benefits according to its ceramic side. One benefit is proper wear properties and the other benefit is to make a thermal barrier system. Thermal barrier systems, applied to the combustion chamber and the piston of engines, cause higher combustion temperatures, increasing the thermal efficiency, or to achieve lower base metal temperatures. Both can cause an increase in fatigue life of high temperature components and also reduction in fuel consumption and some emissions such as hydrocarbons [6].

Among various FG structures, cylindrical components have been in an especial interest. The transient heat transfer analysis is a vital stage in developments of strength investigations such as the dynamic thermal buckling, the fatigue lifetime assessment under cyclic thermal loads, dynamic crack propagation and etc. Thus, scientists have performed several researches on FG cylinders by using finite element methods (FEMs). As an example, the nonlinear transient heat transfer of a thick-walled FG cylinder with temperature dependent material properties was investigated by Azadi and Shariyat [3]. They studied influences of various boundary conditions and different geometric parameters on the temperature distribution for various volume fractions.

Azadi and Azadi [4] investigated nonlinear transient heat transfer and thermo-elastic stress analyses of a thick-walled FG cylinder with temperature dependent materials and by using the Hermitian transfinite element method. They indicated that the temperature dependency effect is significant on both stress and temperature distributions.

The majority of well-known heat transfer analyses, performed so far for thick FG cylinders are generally restricted to uniform heating [7] or the steady state heat transfer [8-18] investigations. In these mentioned researches, semi-analytical and numerical approaches have been used to solve the problem. One of these numerical approaches is the finite element method (FEM). Investigating the thermal analysis of FG cylinders and FG pistons in the application of FGMs in internal combustion engines is so rare. Akhlaghi et al. [19] studied the heat loss and thermal stresses in direct injection diesel engines, using FGMs. They used a combination of finite element and finite difference methods.

Besides this time-consuming method with high calculations, a new approach, entitles the super element method (SEM), was developed by Ahmadian and Zangeneh [20]. They used super elements to perform the free vibration analysis of laminated stiffened plates. This approach was used for another case study of the structural analysis of laminated hollow cylinders by Ahmadian and Bonakdar [21]. Taghvaii-pour et al. [22] presented an application of a new cylindrical element formulation in finite element structural analysis of FGM hollow cylinders.

They illustrated that the SEM had a high accuracy and its results were in a good agreement with previous studies and also the conventional FEM in the modal analysis.

According to the literature review, two novelty of this research is to use the new approach, which is super elements, and apply this approach to real engine components.

In this article, the SEM is applied for the first time to analyze the thermal behavior of FG cylinders and FG pistons. FGMs vary through the thickness of the cylinder and through the longitudinal direction of the piston. Obtained results are compared to results of the FEM (by the ABAQUS software) for metal-rich and ceramic-rich materials. Then, varying the material properties based on the power law is investigated for the temperature distribution in figures for FG cylinders and FG pistons.

2) Governing equations

2-1) Material types

In this article, it is assumed that the outer side of the cylinder, there is a metal and in the inner side, there is a ceramic. For the piston, a ceramic is considered on the top area and a metal is assumed on the bottom area. The schematic view of these assumptions is illustrated in Figure 1.
The volume fraction for the cylinder is considered as a power low through its thickness.

\[ V_m(r) = \left(\frac{r - r_i}{r_o - r_i}\right)^n, \quad V_c(r) = 1 - V_m(r) \quad (1) \]

Where \( V_m \) and \( V_c \) is metal and ceramic volume fractions, respectively. Besides, \( r_i \) and \( r_o \) are internal and external radiuses of the cylinder, respectively. Also, \( n \) is a material constants.

Then, each material property \( P \) for the cylinder can be written as following,

\[ P(T, r) = P_m(T)V_m(r) + P_c(T)V_c(r) \quad (2) \]

In which, \( P_m \) and \( P_c \) are metal and ceramic properties respectively.

The volume fraction for the piston is also considered as a power low through its length.

\[ V_c(z) = \left(\frac{2z - L}{2L}\right)^n, \quad V_m(z) = 1 - V_c(z) \quad (3) \]

Where \( L \) is the length of the cylinder. Then, each material property \( P \) for the piston can be written as following,

\[ P(T, z) = P_m(T)V_m(z) + P_c(T)V_c(z) \quad (4) \]

In this research, the temperature dependency of material properties is not considered.

### 2-2) Shape functions

A super element is shown in Figure 2, which has 16 nodes. In this figure, \( r, \alpha \) and \( z \) are radial, tangential and axial coordinates, respectively.

The relation between global \((r, \alpha, z)\) and local \((\eta, \gamma, \xi)\) coordinates can be written as Equation (5).

\[ \eta = \frac{2r - (r_i + r_o)}{r_o - r_i} \quad (5) \]
\[ \gamma = \frac{a}{\pi} - 1 \quad (6) \]
\[ \xi = \frac{2z}{L} \quad (7) \]

For super elements, 16 shape functions (for each node) can be considered as a function of local variables as following,

\[ N_i(\eta, \gamma, \xi) = f_i(\eta, \gamma, \xi) \quad (8) \]

These 16 shape functions are mentioned in the appendix. The sort type of super elements in the piston and the cylinder is shown in Figure 3. This sort type of super elements is selected according to the type of material distributions.

### 2-3) Governing equations

For the heat transfer in cylindrical coordinates, the main relation is as following,

\[ \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( kr \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( k \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) = \rho c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} \quad (9) \]

Where \( T \) is the temperature, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, \( \rho \) is the mass density and \( c_p \) is the specific heat. It should be mentioned that the \( \partial T / \partial \alpha \) term is not considered according to the axisymmetric problem.

Based on the Galerkin’s method, or the residual integral function \( R \), the governing equation can be extracted by the following equation,

\[ \int_{v} [N]^T R dv = 0 \quad (10) \]

\[ R = \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( kr \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( k \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) - \rho c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} \quad (11) \]

In above equation, the temperature can be written based on the Kantorovich’s approximation,

\[ \{T(\eta, \gamma, \xi, t)\} = [N(\eta, \gamma, \xi)]_{1x16}\{\bar{T}(\bar{\xi})(t)\}_{16x1} \quad (12) \]

\[ [N(\eta, \gamma, \xi)]_{1x16} = [N_1 \ldots N_{16}] \quad (13) \]
Then, the governing equation can be simplified as following,

$$[C^{(e)}][\dot{T}^{(e)}(t)] + [K^{(e)}][T^{(e)}(t)] = \{f^{(e)}\}$$

(14)

$$[C^{(e)}] = - \int_v \rho c_p[N]^T[N] dv$$

(15)

$$[K^{(e)}] = \int_v [N]^T \left[ k_r[N]_r + \frac{k}{r^2} [N]_r + k_z[N]_z \right] dv$$

$$\left. - \int \left( k_r[N]_r + k_z[N]_z \right) ds \right|_{r=r_o}$$

(16)

$$\{f^{(e)}\} = 0$$

(17)

By using the integration by part and the Gauss-Green's theory, $K^{(e)}$ can be rewritten as following,

$$[K^{(e)}] = \int_v [N]^T \left[ k_r[N]_r + \frac{k}{r^2} [N]_r + k_z[N]_z \right] dv$$

$$\left. + \int_s k[N]^T[N]_s n_s ds \right|_{s=s_0}$$

$$\left. - \int \left( k_r[N]_r + k_z[N]_z \right) ds \right|_{r=r_o}$$

(18)

For the cylinder, the inner side is exposed to the heat flux due to the engine combustion. The outer side of the cylinder is exposed to the coolant (the water jacket). Therefore, these boundary conditions for the cylinder can be represented as following,

$$-k \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = q_o \quad : \quad r = r_i$$

$$-k \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = h(T - T_\infty) \quad : \quad r = r_o$$

(19)

Where $q_o$, $h$, $T_\infty$ are the heat flux due to the engine combustion, the coefficient of the convection heat transfer and the initial temperature, respectively.

Based on boundary conditions for the cylinder, the $K^{(e)}$ matrix and the $f^{(e)}$ vector can be rewritten as Equations (20) and (21).

$$[K^{(e)}] = \int_v [N]^T \left[ k_r[N]_r + \frac{k}{r^2} [N]_r + k_z[N]_z \right] dv$$

$$- \int \left( h[N]^T[N] \right) ds$$

$$\left. - \int \left( k_r[N]_r + k_z[N]_z \right) ds \right|_{r=r_o}$$

(20)

$$\{f^{(e)}\} = \int q_o[N]^T ds - \int hT_\infty[N]^T ds$$

(21)

It should be mentioned that in the cylinder the $\partial k / \partial z$ term is not considered. The reason is that the material properties change through the thickness and are constant through the longitudinal direction of the cylinder.

For the piston, the top area is exposed to the heat flux due to the engine combustion. Its bottom area is exposed to the coolant (the piston cooling jet). Therefore, these boundary conditions for the piston can be represented as following,

$$-k \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = q_o \quad : \quad z = L/2$$

$$-k \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = h(T - T_\infty) \quad : \quad z = -L/2$$

(22)

In the piston, $r_i$ is equal to zero.

Based on boundary conditions for the piston, the $K^{(e)}$ matrix and the $f^{(e)}$ vector can be rewritten as following,

$$[K^{(e)}] = \int_v [N]^T \left[ k_r[N]_r + k_z[N]_z \right] dv$$

$$- \int \left( k[N]_z \right) ds$$

$$\left. - \int \left( k_z[N]_z \right) ds \right|_{z=-L/2}$$

(23)

$$\{f^{(e)}\} = \int q_o[N]^T ds - \int hT_\infty[N]^T ds$$

(24)

It should be mentioned that in the cylinder the $\partial k / \partial r$ term is not considered. The reason is that material properties change through the longitudinal direction of the piston and not through its radius. In other word, material properties are constant through the radius of the piston.
For the FEM, axisymmetric models for the cylinder and the piston are considered in the ABAQUS software. Meshed models are shown in Figure 5. For these models, the convergency of results is checked and then, 2100 finite elements (2210 nodes) and 7952 finite elements (8136 nodes) are considered for the cylinder and the piston, respectively.

4) Results and discussions

4-1) Validation process

In this part, the case study in this research can be validated by experimental data of another engine. This is due to the unavailability of experimental data for the four-cylinder engine. Also, there are some limitations for this validation. Only results of a temperature survey test of the cylinder can be found on the other four-cylinder engine, reported in the literature [25]. Besides these limitations, a simple geometry (and not a real geometry) is considered for FE modeling of the cylinder. Thus, in this part, we want to show that obtained results are in a proper range, in comparison to experimental data. Besides, it is indicated that the thermal analysis process can be verified by experimental temperatures.

For the FEM, axisymmetric models for the cylinder and the piston are considered in the ABAQUS software. Meshed models are shown in Figure 5. For these models, the convergency of results is checked and then, 2100 finite elements (2210 nodes) and 7952 finite elements (8136 nodes) are considered for the cylinder and the piston, respectively.

4) Results and discussions

4-1) Validation process

In this part, the case study in this research can be validated by experimental data of another engine. This is due to the unavailability of experimental data for the four-cylinder engine. Also, there are some limitations for this validation. Only results of a temperature survey test of the cylinder can be found on the other four-cylinder engine, reported in the literature [25]. Besides these limitations, a simple geometry (and not a real geometry) is considered for FE modeling of the cylinder. Thus, in this part, we want to show that obtained results are in a proper range, in comparison to experimental data. Besides, it is indicated that the thermal analysis process can be verified by experimental temperatures.

The inner radius and the outer radius of the cylinder in the other four-cylinder engine is 78.6 and 88.6 mm. Also, its length is 85.0 mm. The initial temperature is considered as 200°C. Other parameters are the same as the case study in this research. The material of the cylinder in the other four-cylinder engine is EN-GJL-250 cast iron [24]. The thermal conductivity, the mass density and the specific heat are considered as 46.5 W/m.K, 7200 kg/m³ and 460 J/kg.K, respectively.

![Figure 4: The heat flux on the piston, the head and the wall of the combustion chamber and the total heat flux [23]](image)

Table 1: Material properties for the studied FGM [3-4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Metal (Ti-6Al-4V)</th>
<th>Ceramic (Si₃N₄)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ρ (kg/m³)</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>4429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_p (J/kg.K)</td>
<td>625.30</td>
<td>555.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (W/m.K)</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The material behavior of FGMs cannot be simulated in finite element commercial softwares such as ANSYS and ABAQUS codes. The reason is the power law for material modeling of FGMs, which cannot be applied to numerical softwares. In some cases, FGMs are modeled as a multi-layered material which assumption is not correct due to the discontinuity of material properties. Therefore, usually a code based on finite element methods (FEMs) should be written for solving governing equations in FGMs. In this research, to validate results obtained by the SEM, the cylinder and piston are modeled in the ABAQUS software, when they are considered as metal-rich and ceramic-rich materials, separately. Then, results of the SEM and the FEM are compared together for the validation.
Results of the temperature distribution in the full FE model of the cylinder are shown in Figure 6(a). The related FE analysis was performed in the literature [25]. Then, it was compared to experimental data, obtained from a temperature survey test, which was performed on an engine test bed. In this test, thermocouples were installed below the bridge of cylinders. The temperature was measured during engine working at 4000 rpm and full-loaded conditions. Measured temperatures are constant during a steady state condition. It means that at each point of testing, a time duration is considered. Then, the temperature will become steady at that time duration [25]. The maximum temperature, measured in the temperature survey test, is about 240°C on the bridge. Besides, by the full FE model of the cylinder, the maximum temperature was obtained about 235°C [25], which is so near to experimental data. In Figure 6(b), results of the simple FE model (including only a cylinder) are shown.

By using the simple FE model of the cylinder in Figure 6(b), the maximum temperature is calculated about 248°C, which shows the verification of the FE process. This temperature is higher than that value in the full FE model. As this simple FE model is for only one cylinder, the area of the heat transfer is lower and therefore, the temperature is predicted higher.

4-2) FG cylinder

As the first result, the number of super elements should be considered to investigate the convergency of the numerical approach. The temperature distribution of the metal-rich (n=0) cylinder is drawn in Figure 7. By increasing the number of super elements, the temperature gradient increases. Based on these results for the cylinder in this figure, 20 super elements (with 168 nodes) are considered for obtaining all other results, where the temperature gradient changes so little in comparison to 25 super elements. Besides, in comparison to 2100 finite elements (2210 nodes) used in the ABAQUS software for the cylinder, this number of super elements shows the same accuracy and lower time of calculations.

The distribution of volume fractions (for the metal and the ceramic) is shown in Figure 8 versus the radius of the cylinder. In this figure, volume fractions are drawn for various values of n, the power in Equation (21). It should be mentioned that when n is zero, the FGM becomes exactly a metal-rich material. Also, considering 30 for n is approximately equal to the ceramic-rich material. In this condition, less than 10% of the material is metal. As another note, it should be mentioned that for n=1, the material behavior becomes linear.
Before mentioning main results, the validation of results, obtained by the SEM, should be presented. This is done in Figure 9. The maximum temperature is about 432°C and 623°C for metal-rich and ceramic-rich materials in the cylinder. In comparison to the metal-rich material, the error between these two methods becomes higher in the ceramic-rich material, where the temperature gradient is higher. The reason is due to the thermal conductivity. This property of the ceramic is about 10 times lower than that of the metal. Since this transient behavior has a higher rate in the ceramic, the SEM with 40 super elements has lower accuracy to predict the temperature, in comparison to the FEM. This problem will be solved by considering higher number of super elements. In this condition, the number of super elements is so lower than the number of finite elements. However, as shown in Figure 9, a proper agreement can be observed between two methods and the error of the SEM can be neglectable. Besides, the number of super elements is so lower than the number of finite elements with the same accuracy.

The temperature distribution in a half body of the cylinder head is shown in Figure 10, when a metal-rich material is considered in the ABAQUS software. This result is related to the thermal analysis after 0.02 s of the combustion step. The maximum temperature is about 432°C for the metal-rich FGM in the cylinder, while the initial temperature is 300°C. This maximum temperature exists in the first layers of the FGM at the inner radius of the cylinder. Since the time of the combustion is so low (less than 0.02 s) and therefore, a high temperature gradient occurs.

The temperature distribution for different values of \( n \) can be observed in Figure 10. The maximum temperature is the same for all values of \( n \) due to have a ceramic-rich material in the outer radius of the cylinder (Figure 8). Obtained results in this figure show that the effect of the material distribution is not significant on the thermal behavior, when \( n \) changes from 1 to 10. There is only a small difference for the results of \( n=0.5 \) to other values. In this case, a higher volume of the material is metallic (Figure 8).
Figure 10: The temperature distribution for the metal-rich cylinder, obtained by the ABAQUS software

Figure 11: The temperature distribution in the FG cylinder for different values of $n$ by using the SEM; (a) through the whole radius and (b) by higher magnification (near the internal radius of the cylinder)

4.3) FG piston

Figure 12 indicates the temperature distribution of the metal-rich piston. By increasing the number of super elements, the temperature gradient increases through the length of the piston. Based on these results for the piston in this figure, 40 super elements (with 328 nodes) are considered for obtaining all other results, where the temperature gradient changes so little in comparison to that one by using 45 super elements. Besides, in comparison to 7952 finite elements (8136 nodes) used in the ABAQUS software for the piston, this number of super elements shows the same accuracy and lower time of calculations. Figure 13 indicates the distribution of volume fractions (for the metal and the ceramic) versus the length of the piston. In this figure, volume fractions are drawn for various values of $n$, the power in Equation (23). It should be mentioned that when $n$ is zero, the FGM becomes exactly a ceramic-rich material. Also, considering 30 for $n$ is approximately equal to the metal-rich material. In this condition, less than 10% of the material includes the ceramic material.

The validation of results, obtained by the SEM, is presented in Figure 14. The maximum temperature is about 430°C and 512°C for metal-rich and ceramic-rich materials in the piston. These temperatures are lower than those ones in the cylinder. Since, the heat transfer area in the piston is more than the area in the cylinder.

In comparison to the metal-rich material, the error between these two methods becomes higher in the ceramic-rich material, where the temperature gradient is also higher.
As mentioned for the FG cylinder, the transient behavior in the ceramic is higher than that one in the metal due to their thermal conductivity. Higher number of super elements can be used to increase the accuracy. As demonstrated in Figure 14, a good agreement can be observed between results of two methods (the SEM and the FEM) and the error of results in the SEM can be neglectable. Besides, the number of super elements is so lower than the number of finite elements, although they have the same accuracy.

The temperature distribution in a half of the piston is indicated in Figure 15, when a metal-rich material is considered for the piston in the ABAQUS software. This result is related to the thermal analysis after 0.02 s of the combustion step. The maximum temperature reaches to about 430 °C for the metal-rich FGM in the piston, while the initial temperature is assumed to be 300 °C. This temperature is considered as a steady state temperature during the combustion.

![Figure 15: The temperature distribution for the metal-rich piston, obtained by the ABAQUS software](image)

The temperature distribution for different values of \( n \) is demonstrated in Figure 16. The maximum temperature is the same for all values of \( n \) due to have a ceramic-rich material on the top area of the piston (as can be observed in Figure 13). Obtained results illustrate that the effect of the material distribution is not significant on the temperature distribution in the piston. The behavior is observed also for the cylinder. Thus, it can be said that there is no large effect on the temperature distribution and the temperature gradient by changing the material distribution in the cylinder or in the piston.

### 4-4) Optimization process

To optimize the material distribution, an optimum value for \( n \) should be obtained. Based on results by the SEM for different values of \( n \), it can be said that if the maximum temperature is selected as an objective for the optimization, then a low value (such as 0.5 or also lower value) can be introduced as the optimum value. In other words, only a thin layer of the ceramic requires to have a thermal barrier and to obtain higher maximum temperature in comparison to the metal. Then, this type of the FGM will be similar to the thermal barrier coatings, but not in discontinuous properties. This higher temperature in the combustion chamber will lead to higher performance in engines. The ceramic layer should be placed in the inner radius of the cylinder and also should be placed on the top area of the piston, where are exposed to the heat flux of the combustion.

In addition, only the maximum temperature is not a proper objective for the optimization of the material distribution in FGMs. Some other parameters should be added to target functions for a better optimization. Besides the maximum temperature, these parameters can be introduced as the thermal stress, the weight and costs of manufacturing of FGMs. Considering all these parameters will lead to have a proper optimization process. This work will be appeared in next researches, in the future.
5) Conclusion

In this research, the thermal analysis of FG cylinders and FG pistons in engines is presented by using the SEM. Super elements include shallow cylindrical elements with 8 nodes in each element, which can be used in cylinders and pistons. Obtained results show that the accuracy of the SEM is the same as the FEM, although the number of super elements is so lower than the number of finite elements. Therefore, the time of calculations is also so lower in the SEM, in comparison to the FEM. In other words, the SEM offers a relatively simple and efficient means of predicting the material behavior with much shorter runtime.

In addition, obtained results by the SEM indicate that there is no significant effect in changing of \( n \) (in the power law for FGM behavior modeling) on the temperature distribution and the temperature gradient. The behavior occurs in the cylinder and in the piston, made of FGMs.

Appendix

For super elements, 16 shape functions (for each node in one super element) can be written in the local coordinate as Equation (A1).

\[
\begin{align*}
N_1(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta - \cos \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_2(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta - \cos \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_3(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta - \sin \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_4(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta - \sin \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_5(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta + \cos \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_6(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta + \cos \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_7(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta + \sin \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_8(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta + \sin \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 + \eta) \\
N_9(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta - \cos \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 - \eta) \\
N_{10}(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta - \cos \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 - \eta) \\
N_{11}(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta - \sin \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 - \eta) \\
N_{12}(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta - \sin \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 - \eta) \\
N_{13}(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta + \cos \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 - \eta) \\
N_{14}(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\cos^2 \pi \eta + \cos \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 - \eta) \\
N_{15}(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta + \sin \pi \eta) (1 + \xi)(1 - \eta) \\
N_{16}(\xi, \eta, \gamma) &= \frac{1}{8} (\sin^2 \pi \eta + \sin \pi \eta) (1 - \xi)(1 - \eta)
\end{align*}
\]
[23] A. Mohammadi, Heat transfer analysis on engine combustion chamber by using of KIVA code, Shiraz University, Shiraz, Iran, 2007
[24] R. Hemat Khanlou, Studying of boiling phenomenon in cooling passage of EF7TC and investigating the parameters effect, K.N. University of Technology, Tehran, Iran, 2012
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چکیده
در این مقاله، تحلیل حرارتی استوانه‌ها و سمبه‌ها در موتورهای چهار استوانه‌ای مورد بررسی قرار گرفته است. مواد هدفمند شامل یک ترکیب از سفال و فلزات است. در داخل استوانه، ماده از جنس سفال و در سطح خارجی آن، ماده از جنس فلز است. جنس روی تاج سمبه، سفال و سطح زیرین آن از فلز فرض شده است. این ترکیب باعث ایجاد خواص سباشی بهتر (بر اساس خواص سباشی سفال) می‌شود. همچنین، این ترکیب باعث ایجاد محافظت گرمایی (براساس خواص ضعیف اندازه‌گیری شده در داخ استوانه و مزیت محافظت گرمایی برای سطح روی تاج سمبه مطرح است. نتایج تحلیل تطبیق مناسبی بین روشهای آزمایشگاهی و روش‌های انجام شده گزارش را نشان می‌دهند. در حالی که تعداد اجزاء روشهای آزمایشگاهی و روش‌های انجام شده، با همان دقت تغییر نکرده، همچنین، نتایج نشان می‌دهند که مقدار نوای مرزی به خواص مواد هدفمند، تنگی برای بروز دما ندارد.